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Nixon High School in Laredo, Texas uses open plazas 
and malls to establish an expandable campus plan. The 
school, designed by Caudill Rowlett and Scott of Houston, 
expresses strength of architectural form and character 
with brick masonry and is a 1966 "Texas Architect" 
selection. 
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The Happy Environment - Recreation and Parks

"The Happy Environment" is made up of two elements. 

The first is concerned with physical things-our physical external 
environment of land and water, buildings and roads-natural and 
man-made beauty. 

Here we are in a period of trans11Ion. Not so many years ago we 
tried to make up for our ugly cities by producing islands of beauty, 
islands of grass and trees in an expanse of concrete and asphalt. 

The second element is concerned with the spirit of mankind, with 
internal spiritual matters, with creativity, the ability and the need of 
man to create, to strive, to excel. 

Here we are in a period of transition. Not so many years ago we 
thought that play, recreation, the creative use of free time, was for 
children only and that adults must work 60, 70, 80 hours a week. 

Now we are breaking out of our parks and playgrounds. We are say
ing that recreation is for all people, young and old, rich and poor, 
city and rural. 

We are saying that parks should not be limited to one or two special 
islands in a town but that our entire communities should be a park. 
That is, there should be beauty everywhere, in our streets, in our 
buildings, in our open spaces. 

We are also saying that all men of all ages should have opportunities 
to live creative lives-full, enriched, happy lives. We believe it is 
time to make the pledge in our Declaration of Independence, the 
pursuit of happiness, come true for all. We believe recreation can no 
longer be restricted to our playgrounds and our community centers 
but should permeate our entire lives in all we do. 

A happy environment is an environment of beauty in which every 
man through the pursuit of happiness--which is really the pursuit of 
excellence in all he does-may find complete fulfillment of his phys• 
ical, mental, emotional and spiritual powers. Let us make the America 
of tomorrow a happy environment for all its citizens. 

JOSEPH PRENDERGAST 
Executive Director, 
National Recreation Association 

( excerpt from Proceedings of Texas Conference on 
Our Environmental Crisis available from 

School of Architecture, University of Texas) 
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This secondary school was designed 
for an educational program which 
anticipates growth and change. The 
initial capacity of 1,200 students in 
grades 7 through 12 must expand 
and change eventually to 1,500 stu
dents in grades 10 through 12. Ex
pansion for the ultimate development 
can be provided with ( 1) an addi
tion to a classroom wing, (2) an ad
dition to the science wing for science 
and business education, and. ( 3) by 
the addition of a building for voca
tional education. 

Buildings are located at different 
levels on the gently sloping site to 
avoid earth fill and lo add interest 
through landscaped terraces. 

The library is centrally located in 
a quiet zone surrounded by academic 
classroom buildings. A noisier activi
ties zone is established for buildings 
housing physical education, music, 
drama, arts and crafts, and home
making - and eventually vocational 
shops. 

The attempt was to establish an 
architectural character which evokes 
the feeling of permanence and dig
nity required in a secondary school 
and which, at the same time, reflects 
the regional characteristics of an 
intimate pueblo. 
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The buildings are grouped to form 
an enclosure, not only for control but 
for the creation of courts and con
trolled vistas. The buildings have a 
minimum of glass and a maximum 
of brick on the outer perimeter walls 
providing for sun control, directed 
views and lowPr maintenance . 
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Nixon High School 

L a r e d o, T e x a s 

The library, seating 80 students, 
provides shelving for 11,700 volumes 
with expansion for a collection of 
18,000 volumes. 

A snack bar serYes indoor dining 
in the multipurpose gymnasium lob
by as well as outdoor dining under a 
plastic canopy. 

A plastic canopy covers the open 
courtyard corridor of the science 
wing. 

The library-administration build
ing and the music building are air
conditioned. All other buildings are 
provided with evaporative cooling, in 
which air is mechanically forced out 
of classrooms to prevent dust infiltra
tion. ■

Photographs by Jay Oistad 
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ARCHITECTS ON ARCHITECTURE 

Address l,y r;eorRe E. Kassalmum, FA/ A, fJre.<ident-elect of the 
American lnstioue of Architects, to the t11•enty-eighth annual 
meeting of the Te.ms Society of Architects. 

When one architect talks in a formal way to other arch
itects, it is difficult to be both challenging and optimistic. 
To be challenging, one just has to deal with things that 
have not yet been done and, when one dwells on what 
still must be done, it somehow comes out as pessimism 
about where the profession is and where it is going. I 
am not pessimistic. I am very optimistic about the future. 
I am optimistic because of the challenges-not in spite 
of them. 

Now this doesn't mean that I am optimistic about the 
future of every architect in this room because I'm not. 
I tour the country and talk to many architects. I fear 
there are some who are content to offer little, and I cer
tainly see many who seem to have little intention of 
making much effort to improve their potential. 

It seems to me that there are three forces working on 
today's architects, and the future of each of you will de
pend on how you react to each of these forces. 

Certainly the major force is the force of change. I see 
no need to take much of your time elaborating on the 
theme that we are practicing in a changing world. How
ever, there is nothing that says that these changes are 
automatically going to be for the best, or that they are 
going to be easy. In fact, I suspect that they probably 
will be painful for many of today's architects, and will 
be accepted, if at all, with the greatest of reluctance. 

But change is inevitable, so we can only try and control 
it, go along with it, or resist it. Change has always been 
created by the few and resisted by the many. Perhaps 
there is not outright resistance on the part of today's 
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architects, but, on the part of some, there is a kind of 
a baffled confusion about what it all means. 

The self-questioning, dynamic and aggressive architects 
have a great future ahead of them, because the challenges 
are stirring and the need is there. But, since our world 
does not yet agree that its architects are the ones that 
can give it help, there are things to do today if we are 
going to have a chance to realize the profession's future 
potential. 
Change of any type happens only as a result of a force. 
Since headlines tell us that our world is almost in turmoil, 
there are obviously many forces working in 1967. 

The most prominent forces seem to be connected with the 
population explosion and urban living. Since we can say 
that the year 2.000 will be even more urbanized, and 
since the physical environment is an area where the 
architect is. can be, or should be something of an expert, 
the profession has a great opportunity to become one of 
history's great forces for good-if its members will make 
the effort. And you can't be any more optimistic than 
that. Pessimistically, it's only the "IF" we have to think 
about. 

Today's architects should be actively concerned about air 
pollution. Today's architects should be actively concerned 
about waler pollution. But even more important, today's 
architects ,-hould be actively concerned about the visual 
pollution-a type of pollution that is more dangerous than 
the other two, for it is a pollution that hammers at our 
nervous systems and smothers our sensitivity-the two 
things that do much to separate humans from the other 
animals, yet two things that our world often seems to 
consider unimportant. 

There is no question that the urban challenge is going 
to be solved by someone-solved by someone-in the 
very, very. very near future. Aftrr th<> events of this 
summer, and when Viet Nam is settled. you can be sure 
that our government will make a massive effort to find 
fast solutions to the social and <>nvironmental problems 
created by today's cities. For political reasons. the Gov
ernment's emphasis will be on speed. As architects, we 
have an obligation to be ready so that the programs are 
fast-and good! 

Are today's architects prepared to meet this challenge? 
Optimistically. some are. Pessimistically, many are not. 
Now we must not be arrogant about what an architect 
can do and what he cannot do. Perhaps we must honestly 
admit that we are not as well prepared as we should hP. 
but we are better prepared than anyone else, and that's 
a lot to offer. 

Change means opportunities. and with such a need. and 
with at least something to offer, today's architects should 
be among the world's most satisfied men. But. of course, 
we aren't. We are really quite frustrated, and this seems 
to me to be mostly because we feel that our world refuses 
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to allow its architects a serious role. 

And so, the second force-our own frustration. Like the 
force of change, our frustration can be a force for good, 
or a force for bad. No progress would ever be made with
out frustrated men, for some men react to frustration by 
inventing new things and making the world a better place 
to live. Others withdraw in sullen confusion. 

We have a choice to make. We can retreat into our lab
oratories and be content with producing architecture for 
architects--and some who only emphasize design will
or we can make the effort that it will take to move out 
into the main stream of the life of our communities. The 
professjon's hope is that enough will. 

I don't know too much about your own cities, but if you 
take a moment and name the five people who today are 
having the greatest influence on the development of your 
city, would you honestly name an architect among them? 
If you can answer "yes," I will further complicate the 
question and ask how many architects who are the better 
designers are having such an influence? From my ex
perience around the country, I doubt if there are many. 
Bankers--certainly, real estate men-yes, political lead
ers--obviously, businessmen-of course. Maybe even a 
few engineers, but no architects. The future of your com
munity is being determined with only secondary advice 
from its architects. 

For some reason, today's profession is content to let the 
basic decisions be made befol:e they bring their talents 
into the picture. Too often, some more or less insensitive 
person decides to build a building of a certain type and 
size, picks the site and sets the budget. We are satisfied 
if he then calls in the architect to solve what is left of 
the problem. This is not being a dynamic part of environ
mental design. We can only say that we are providing 
environmental perfume in that our talents can possibly 
make the wrong building on the wrong site a little more 
attractive, or more functional or more efficient than it 
otherwise would have been. However, we will not have 
solved the bigger problem, even if the building does get 
published in one of the leading magazines. 

Jf we do have much to say that our world should hear, 
we have to first get its attention. So, we must become 
involved in our world-involved in our government, 
serve on boards, and make every effort to be a leader in 
our community. Some by nature or circumstance may 
find this too difficult, but as a minimum, we must speak 
up on important matters-especially if they affect the 
development of the environment. 

Now I know that architects are not unanimous on any
thing-we can paraphrase an old Syrian saying, "If you 
get four architects together, you get five opinions." So, 
perhaps we do disagree among ourselves more than other 
professional groups, but we have let this lack of unanim
ity discourage us from taking a position on anything. 

JO 
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This just has to be interpreted by others as a form of 
weakness. One cannot even hope to show leadership by 
meekly keeping quiet. Even when we have spoken out in 
the past, it has too often been only in a negative way of 
opposing the ideas of others. Is this leadership? IF WE 
ARE THE EXPERTS, AND EVERYTHING IS AC
CEPTABLE TO THE EXPERTS, HOW CAN WE HOPE 
FOR A SOCIETY THAT IS SENSITIVE OR QUALITY
CONSCIOUS OR SHARES THE VALUES THAT WE 
CONSIDER IMPORTANT? We must take the time away 
from our desks to become an intimate part of our com
munity. 

There is another effort we have to make. There are a 
lot of architects in the country, and it is proper that 
some should do kitchens while others design large sec
tions of big cities, but as we search for the "glue" that 
holds our profession together, we must agree that each 
needs to be technically competent. In this room--on a 
Thursday morning-I have to confess that there are 
probably some who give a low priority to excellence in 
their own services. 

It's time to quit blaming the package dealer, the engi
neer, the contractor, the prefabricator, and others for 
many of the problems facing today's architects. It's time 
we looked at ourselves and very honestly ask ourselves
each of you-today-tonight-tomorrow-what are you 
doing that will make you a better architect? 

George Harrell and I went through an interesting exper
ience at the last Board Meeting. The Board was discuss
ing the possibility of the lnstitute's embarking on a na
tional advertising program to promote the service of an 
architect. We were wondering ·what we could say that 
was positive and dynamic that would apply to all of our 
dues-paying members. Should we suggest that every 
architect could supply reliable estimates and get the 
building completed without delays caused by arguments 
over extras? How many of you would want your last few 
clients to return to you on the next project and say that 
all of these things, and more, were your professional 
obligation because your own society said so in Fortune, 
Time or Look? 

It seemed to many of us that such a pr6gram, which on 
the surface looked so good, might actually hurt many of 
today's practicing architects. It might favor the so-called 
big firms and hurt the smaller ones. I doubt if you would 
want your dues to do that. If you could advertise, and 
there was a truth-in-advertising bill, what would you 
claim about your own office? Think about it. 

If we are going to expect our age to follow us into new 
and better worlds, we had better give it what it expects 
in this one. Our age expects great technical accomplish
ments from its experts. It has a right to. Do you know 
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more about the building process than anyone else in 
your community? Perhaps a major cause of our frustra
tion is our own conscience. 

I have an idea I would like to see some Cliapter try. What 
if yours established a "professional" committee who reg
ularly re\'iewed documents that were submitted for a 
building permit? Reviewed-not for design, but just for 
skill. thoroughness, clarity and competence. Shoddy docu
ments-and my friends in the Building Commissioner's 
Offices say that there are many from the known offices
would be discussed with their author in private. In this 
way, at least, the AJA would bring some pressure and 
exert some force for the good. 

And this is in an area where we need some force for 
good because my main condemnation of too many of 
today's architects is that our frustration creates a ten
dency to criticize and thereby avoids a responsibility to 
be constructi,·e-a tendency too often prompted by the 
third force alTccting the role of tomorrow's architects
today's jealousy. 

I know that we live in a compctiti,·e world, and, perhaps. 
I am asking too much when I ask that the force of frus
tration stir you into a desire to do better. make you 
analyze the standards you've established for your own 
work, and gi\'e you the necessary spur to try harder. 

Most often, the effect is the opposite. Jealously leads to 
petty criticism of a fellow architect, and withdrawal from 
the profession. The profession needs constructi\'e self-criti
cism. but it needs less public complaining. 

Jealous complaining does great harm to every member 
of the profession. It confuses a client who thought he was 
doing the right thin/! in hiring an architect. Tt does great 
harm to the group. for the resentment that it creates 
pre\'t'nts joint action on important matters. results in an 
unwillingness to share lessons that could greatly benefit 
those that follow, and fractures any set of architectural
values that our society might try and establish. 

Wht>n you gt>t a fpw architects together. too often. the 
con\'t'rsation turns to a disgruntled talk of fee cutting, to 
sadistic discussion of another man's leaky roof, or a sar
castic description of a project in which others have done 
less than they might. There is wry little exchanging of 
nt>w knowledge and very little discussion of how each 
could bt> a ht>tter architt>ct. Somehow we han• allowed 
our jealousy of our fellow architect to pre\'t'nt the crea
tion of an em·ironmrnt in which eyeryonc can learn. 

I don't know each of you yery well. and so you will ha\'t' 
to be tht> onrs who will say whrther what I am saying is 
true of Trxas or not, but I submit that possibly your 
expressions of jt>alousy have created an t>nvironment in 
which frustration is about all that any of you have a 
right to expect. 

Well. if I am anywhere near right, it's certainly not too 
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late to do something about the problems that I've dis
cussed. Even though I would admit that many of today's 
good AIA members are not everything they could be, I 
can still say that a building today is a better one if an 
architect has been connected with it than if he has been 
by-passed. I can still say that we are less ignorant than 
others about what is needed to make tomorrow's cities 
pleasant places to live. The only thing that concerns me 
today is how long this sort of statement will hold true, if 
you don't do morr than you are now doing to make it 
hold true. 

By tradition, the architect has been the leader of the in
dustry. In the next few years, we can expect that this 
will be seriously challenged as nt>wr before. There is 
nothing that your Chapter or the AIA Board can do by 
taking a rntr that will automatically maintain such a 
position. In a competiti\'E' world. the most fit sur\'ive. and 
thr leader of tht> construction industry tomorrow will be 
thr man that is bt>st qualifit>d to hr that leadt>r. whether 
ht> calls himsrlf an t>n1,?:ineer or an architect or a con
tractor. or somt' namr that has not yrt been in\'t'nted. I 
hopr thr ATA ran hrlp it,- mt>mbers ,-o that such a leader 
is thr drsign mt>mbrr of tht' tram. 

Rut an or/!anization can only hrlp. In a wealthy. demo
rratir. hil!hly lrchnical world. where a man is free, rou 
tcill do 1clwt mu 1rnnt to do.

Thrre arr many psychological studir,- that show that we 
art>-right now what wr really honestly want to be. It's 
often a frightening thought. 

I haw suggested that your future will be dt>termined by 
how you react to thr outt>r forrt's of change. and the 
inner forct's of frustration and jt>alousy. Other men are 
eal!erly trying lo fill any gaps that art' crt>atPd by our in
pffectiwness today. and while there will always be some
body who draws blue prints. an architect can do so much 
more for a country that is floundrring with its urban 
problt>ms. with its pollution. with its housing problems. 
with its social problems. and looking for a man-made 
pm·ironmt'nt whrre mt'n can liw closer togrtht>r and be 
happiPr. :.\Iany are looking for leadership in art>as where 
Wt' are. or could be. thr expert. 

Wt> can br quitr sure that tomorrow's world will ht> one 
that man has built for himself. and sinrt' nothing was 
t>wr built by chance. it will be a world that .wmeone will 
clt>sign. It i� for th!' brst that this "someone" haYe the 
samt' values as todav's brttn architects. for our world 
desperatt>ly nerds tht>, St'nsitiYity and awarrnt>ss of human 
rnlues that today's architect is still the brst qualified to 
gi\'t'. 

We can be opt1m1sllc about our own future if we can 
control our inner forces in a way that will permit all of 
us to become better architt>rts and a more \'ital force m 
our community. ■ 
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A report on 
uss Ultimet-the first truly competitive stainless 

steel wall framing 

A year ago, United States Steel 
introduced USS ULTIMET as a major 
milestone in the development of 
fenestration systems. For the first 
Lime, architects had a simple, 
versatile and attractive stainless 
steel curlainwall system truly 
competitive with quality systems 
ulili:ling other materials. 

Now, a year later, we are pleased 
to report that-from forming lo 
framing-USS ULTIMET has per
formed as predicted-and better. 

Production of all stainless sleet 
shapes used for curlainwall framing, 
lobbies and entrances, unique 
ULTIMET Horizontally Pivoted 
Window, and our attractive Narrow 
Stile door, is proceeding on schedule. 
Shipments are being made from a 
well-maintained inventory. All 
components meet very tight 
manufacturing tolerances-made 
possible only by roll-forming-and 
the appearance of the new Sofllinc 
finish exceeds all expectations. 

Shop fabrication, involving the 
relatively few, simple operations 
necessary lo fabricate ULTIMET 
component,s for various wall 

treatments, is being accomplished 
eflicienlly and economically by 
leading curlainwall fabricators and 
glass distributors. Only a minimum 
of tools and plant equipment is 
required. In fact, for many of the 
components, the only fabrication 
required is cutting to length. 

Erection crews are installing 
ULTIMET walls at the site quickly 
and easily. Many of the parts simply 
"lock" into place. 

Weathering Characteristics and 
Structural Performance have been 
confirmed in a comprehensive testing 
program on various mock-ups of 
building exteriors framed with USS 
ULTIMET componl'l1ls. Tests for 
structural pPrfonnance, rcsistarn·p 
to air infiltration, and resisl.ancP t.o 
static and dynami,· wa!Pr infiltration 
(induding supplementary pro
cedures), were conduct.eel al the 
Housing lfosearch Laboratory, 
University of Miami (Florida) under 
the direction of Professor 
A. A. Sakhnovsky. The results 
verify that US..'-> ULTJMET Stainless 
Steel Wall Framing meets the 
current. requirements of the 

National Association of Architectural 
Metal Manufacturers. 

It boils down lo this. In USS 
ULTIMET, the architect has immediate 
availability of an attractive, simple 
and versatile stainless steel wall 
framing system that has proved 
outstanding in every respect-
at a price that's right. 

Investigate USS ULTIMET for 
your next building design. Fill out 
and mail the coupon today-or call 
the nearest US..'-, Architectural 
Products Representative listed 
below. He'll provide more informa
tion with no obligation. USS, lh,TIMl,T 
and COit-TEN are trademarks. 

W. If. <Rill l Phillips, U. S. Steel
New York, 212-558-4681;
C. F. (Forney) Nelson, U.S. Sll•t-1
A tlanla, 404-522-6020, Ext. 242;
T.,J. (To111J Hallyhurton, U.S.Steel
Pittshurgh, 412-3�)1-2345, Ext. 4909;
M. D. (Mal·) Corrn,r, U.S. Steel-
Chicago, :ll2-CE 6-9200, Exl. 745;
F. T. ( FrL'd I Coml'P, U. S. Steel
San Francism, 415-781-2500,
Ext. 552:



Completed Project: USS ULTIMET 
gives this office building the 
distinctive appearance that only 
strong, beautiful, maintenance-free 
stainless steel can provide. 
Significantly, the building is owned 
by the Joslyn Stainless Steel & 
Supply Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Testing: USS ULTIMET wall under
goes dynamic test for resistance to 
water mfiltration (NAAMM Test C-2). 
The wall was subjected to a water 
spray and winds of 100 and 130 
miles per hour. Results: No evidence 
of water on the interior. 

Production: Two half-mullions 
are continuously seam-welded 
on this resistance seam-welding 
machine. USS ULTIMET components 
are maintained in inventory to 
insure immediate delivery. 

Fabrication: Shop preparation of 
ULTIMET components for installation 
is fast and simple. Many of the 
shapes require only cutting to length 
with abrasive cutting equipment. 

Erection: USS ULTIMET Framing 
members go up fast and easy. 
Workman snapping in a horizontal 
member which can support either 
insulated panels or fixed glass. 

Fabrication: 

Completed Project: 
Erection: 

Production: 

� Ultimet Stainless Steel Wall Framing 
r--------------------------------------------------------------

United States Steel, P. 0. Box 86 (USS 5113), Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230

Send me the following material on USS ULTIMET: 
D "A Significant Architectural Innovation" (includes design drawings). 
D "Suggested Guide Specifications for USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Wall Framing." 
0 "Suggested Guide Specifications for USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Narrow Stile Swinging Doors and Frames." 
D "USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Business Showplaces" (renderings of storefronts). 
D Information on USS ULTIMET in USS CoR-TEN Steel. 

Name, ________________________________ Title ____________ _ 

Fir·nL __________________________________________ _ 

Address, ___________________________________________ _ 

CitY------------------------~tate, ____________ Zip, _______ _ 
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EDWARD J. LOGUE

l</dress l,y J:du·,,,,L J. Logue De1 lopment .fdministrution 

Boston Rcdei:elopment .IILlhorif} lo llouston Chapter. 

The Houston City Council, I am told. is a very responsible 
and orderly and well-mannered, as w<'ll as an <'ITectiw 
body. It seems to me that architecture and city councils 
in America are not terribly well acquainted. I think this 
is a remarkable tribute to the A.I.A. and to the Houston 
City Council. I would lik<' Lo join those before me who 
haw expressed congratulations to the Houston Chapter of 
the A.I.A. for its splendid spirit of rnlunteer eflort in 
producing Houston's "Blueprints"' for the future. 

The work indicat<'s that perhaps they are not all sure that 
the ordinary operations of prirnte enterprise can soh-e all 
the problem in making Hou;:ton thr fi1l<'st city you all 
want it to be. This is a fascinating phenomena. Cities 
en•rywhere. and J hare be<'n in citi1·• in most parts of the 
world in tll<' last two year•. arr taking a n<'w look at them
seh-es in di/Tnenl ways and diflerenl places. Jn Tokyo il 
result in strange things like trains that run 125 miles an 
hour wry efficiently. 

In America. we are faeing the challenge of ( affiuence) 
the fact that we ar<' owr the shortages for familirs who 
can find gainful employment. There is some kind of hous
ing. some kind of job. somrthing to do and something to 
buy for nearly e,·ery American family who is confirmed 
and qualified for steady employment. And with this prob
km olwd. we ar<' looking at the problems of powrty. 
hom,ing. education. jobs. All owr th<' nation. we are real
izing that we want opportunities for all. We want an op
portunity for all kinds of people to make th<'ir own way 
in the world. We are far from agr<'ed in any part of the 
country just how wr should go about doing that. 

The rural areas of our nation in en·ry one of the 18 
states-I know nothing about Alaska and wry little of 
Hawaii-are soh-ing their problems in this connection by 
seeing to it that the rural poor-the rural unemployed 
come to our cities. 
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Tlwy eomr to Hou,ton. They come to \'P\\ 'l ork and tlwy 
come lo Bo,1011. Opportunity i, in tlw city. Oppo1tunity 
for the mo;.t e'l.c-iting joh;.. the mo,t nl'atiH· joh�. But I 
think 111' al•o han• lo agre<' that in the c-itie, today. north 
and south. l'a,t and ,1e,-t. w<' ha,·e lrouhk to ,pare. \'\'c 
han· ;zn·at beauty and the ugli1w,;:. 

Our c1t1e,-. parlirularl� Amrric-an ritie'-. ar<' place, of 
('Onlrasls. It seem,. to me. as tn11• in Hou,ton a, in Roston. 
that the ritv. tlw Te'l.a'- cities and 1\1as--achus!'lls citirs are 
th<' ne'l.l erucial prm·ing ground, of our sociel). \'\'t• are 
l<'arning to look at citil'�-an<l you ha,e donr a magnifi
crnt sPn ii'<' a$ an A.1.A. Chapter and particularly thosr 
of you ,, ho cli1'('(·ll)· ,,orked on it lo r<'quire your fellow 
citizl'n$ lo look at Hou,-ton a'- the) hawn't looked at it 
heforr by thP ,, ork you haw done. 

A5 we learn to look at our citie$ mor<' and more car<'fully. 
more and more thou;zhl fully. \1e realizf' that 11 e may haw 
madf" them succrssful. functional and effiril'nt. but we 
han•n 't made tlwm \ ery attrac-ti,·<'. .\n<l in incr<'asing 
number� when WP feel a 1wcrl for n·lid. drspit!' Pn•�idcnt 
Johnson's urgin;z. ''" makr our own JWrsonal contribution 
of the halanc<' of paymrnts prohlm1-.. '\'\'I' flock to the 
citie$ of '\'\"l'slt•rn Europ1· al eH'ry po,�ihl<' opportunity 
and when we gPI th<'r<'. what do wt• do? '\'t'<' walk and 
walk. walk and look and look and look . .\nd Wf' lf'arn that 
thrsr older ch·ilizations. from whic-h ,,e all cam<'. have 
leanw<l how to arrange ritie, in a ,, a) that's more at
traeti,·e than we ha,·e. 

I'm going lo talk to you for a hit tonight ahout Boston. 
And let mr make rlPar that I don"t daim that \1!''rr in 
competition with th<' citie� of Western EuropP. We havP 
our fair share of touri$fs and \I<' will continue to haw 
and J think ,1·<'·11 han• more. Rut Bo,-ton ha, its share of 
problems. It's an old hi,torir <'ily. It hl'gan in 1630 . .\nd 
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in 1775, the first important crucial battle of the American 
Revolution was fought there. 

I think that we can agree, that with the exception of a 
small part of New Orleans, Boston is the most European 
of the American cities, and it's our proud boast that it's 
the most workable. I think we can agree that Los Angeles 
(per se) is the least workable. You are somewhere in 
between, and, knowing your city better than I do, you 
can determine which you are near. 

Boston in 1960 was saddled with nsmg taxes. Today 
$115 a year taxes on every $1,000 evaluation which I 
would guess is about 3 times your rate. Polling popula
tion, we lost 25% of the white population in the last 15 
years. Fleeing industry was widespread because we are a 
built up city with no ways for modern industrial enter
prises to spread out. And, as a consequence of all this, 
spreading blight. All of this leads easily and directly to 
a lack of new investment-lack of hope. But, in this pic
ture of despair, there are certain very strong things. We 
have a sound economic base in Boston, as sound as any 
city in America. One that is least likely to become obso
lescent. And I'll tell you what it is. It's M.I.T. M.I.T. is 
one University which doesn't care if all of its faculty be
come millionaires. putting into practical application the 
things that they develop in a laboratory. But this enor
mous educational base is what insures Boston the growth 
of the metropolitan areas and against the kind of obso
lescence that it faced 15 years ago when textiles were too 
important there. 

In 1960, an effort began in the city to try to do something 
about the problems under a very strong minded mayor, 
who had conquered polio and set out to conquer the prob
lems of blight in Boston. And the question is: How did 
he go about it? How do you go about? The question 
for you gentlemen tonight-tomorrow-is now that you 
have conceived these things and put them forward-how 
do you go about doing it? In Boston, we decided that we 
were going to have a comprehensive program. That is to 
say, we were not going to do a project here and a project 
there, but to try to deal on the scale required with the 
amount of blight that we had. This of necessity led us to 
try to determine how we could do rehabilitation and not 
slum clearance. Try to figure out ways to save everything 
that we could and improve it rather than to tear it down. 

Well, I'm saying that Boston was in pretty rough shape, 
and we got a very young Mayor who decided to do some
thing about it. And I think Mr. Newhouse is politely 
generously giving me too much credit. It's been my ex
perience, looking at this city and other cities around the 
country, Boston, that is, New Haven and others-the ones 
that really make the progress are the ones who have the 
strong mayors-if the city councillors don't mind my say
ing that. 
The mayor is the one man the electorate looks to-he is 
the one man that can produce for you or can say he 
would rather not get involved in another controversy. 
The good mayors have to relish controversy. But if 
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you try to fix up rather than tear down-if you try to do 
it on a large scale rather than a small scale, you quickly 
get to the idea that the city has to do it. The city has to 
see that .the schools are as good as they are in the suburbs 
-and suburbs are much more important to us than they
are to you. Boston as a metropolitan area is twice the size
of Houston metropolitan area. As a city we are only 60%
of the size of the city of Houston. But we have schools
that are too old, streets that are too tired, lights that are
too dim. This kind of thing discourages people from living
in a city. Or to recognize that and decide that the city's
got to do its share and try to do it well and quickly. And
then you are faced with another ... which is that you do
not impose urban renewal on a neighborhood-you have
to plan with the people who live in the neighborhood and
you have to give them confidence that if they don't like it,
they won't have to put up with it.

. We followed this approach in the last five years and today 
we have 3 major neighborhoods of Boston with a total of 
75,000 people who have accepted these plans-made it 
clear to the city council that they want them anq they are 
either in execution or about to be. 

Typically, let's talk for just a bit about residential urban 
renewal. Just put a few facts on the record about what it 
is and what it is doing. I think you have too much the 
idea that the only kind of urban renewal that exists is 
where you take a bulldozer and clean out everything in 
sight. That's obsolete. Cities that still do that, don't know 
what they are doing and don't know how to make the 
best use of this new tool. 

On the average, we saved 75% of the occupied dwelling 
units in a residential area in which we have urban re
newal. Three out of four; 25% which are cleared are 
families who have been relocated and their housing ex
tended and that they can afford. We try, as a rule of 
thumb, to put in one new housing unit for everyone we 
take out-not necessarily in time for a family to move 
into it but in order to keep the population more or less the 
same. We try to see that these neighborhoods have in 
schools and streets and sewers and in other things the 
community facilities which will give them confidence in 
the city's attitude about the future of their neighborhood. 
In all of these things, in housings, in schools, we tried to 
maintain an effective concern about the quality of design. 
On the average, these neighborhoods have 25,000 people, 
500 acres and, on the average, these plans propose a 
$100.000,000 of public and private investment. The ma
jority of it far and away, the majority of it is private in
vestment in new housing, shopping centers, etc., and in 
community facilities of one kind or another. 

For a neighborhood this is an exciting and sometimes a 
very controversial experience-sometimes it knits a neigh
borhood together-sometimes it tears it apart, but, al
ready, 5 years after we began-and five years is a rather 
�hort time in the life of Boston-we have already been 
able to generate a new faith and hope in a city as a place 
to live and a place to raise a family. 

Our first objective is one which needs to be understood-
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understood better in Boston-but understood anywhere 
we are trying to talk about what we are doing. That is to 
renew a neighborhood for the people who now live there. 
That's a simple idea, but too much of the early redevelop• 
ment projects were to chase the people who now live off 
so that other people of much higher income could come 
in. 

Our second objective is complimentary to our first. And 
that is to make these older neighborhoods which are 
much more convenient to downtown working and shop• 
ping areas competitive. So that when a family can afford 
a choice economically they will not automatically decide 
that because the schools and the str'eets and everything 
else are better outside .... 

But a city is, as you architects know so well, not just 
residential neighborhoods. A city isn't really a city unless 
it's an effective market place, not only for the exchange 
of goods and moneys and ideas, as well, it should be ex
citing, attractive and efficient. You can think of Los 
Angeles and think of Boston in those terms and, in many 
respects, we are already and even were six years ago a 
far more efficient place to do business than Los Angeles. 
I shall not forget making a luncheon date in one of my 
very, ,·ery rare trips to Los Angeles knowing nothing 
about the city, assuming that travel would take ten min
utes-and an hour later winding up at his office. The 
buildings are newer. but they are much too far apart. 

So, I think we think we have to consider the downtown 
area, really, you in Houston have to consider the future 
of your grandson. In Downtown Boston today we have 
what I would like to think is an effective combination of 
public and private enterprise. We have learned that pri
vate enterprise cannot do it alone and we would learn 
that public enterprise cannot do it alone. We have a 
combination of individual initiative and a very carefully 
structured partnership between public and private inter
ests. In downtown Boston we have the West End Project 
which will provide 2500 apartments very near the center 
of the city. I cannot claim their design is anything but 
inferior and nor do I approve that kind of urban renew
al, but it will in the final analysis make an important con
tribution in the revitalization of Boston. We have the 
Go,·ernment Center Project. which is going to be an in
teresting. exciting and some will say bewildering collec• 
tion of modern architecture. It used to be old Skully 
Square and known far and wide as the home of the Old 
House. Our City Hall was designed as a result of an 
architectural competition. 

In the waterfront we are fortunate as a city to have one 
of the most handsome harbors in the world. 

This program began in 1960. Its target date is 1975. We 
will have spent well over a billion dollars-it's so far over 
a billion dollars I hawn't bothered to count it. �fost cities 
in America ha,·e a thing called the City Planning Board 
which sits off in a room by itself not responsible to the 
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Mayor and to the Council who have to get elected on the 
plans they propose and a redevelopment authority which 
is very seldom in the same building, and often not even 
in the same part of downtown, which is supposed to carry 
out the kind of plans that can be carried out. Well, in 
Boston, we have the public agency which combines city 
planning and urban renewal. I believe that it makes the 
city planners more responsible and the urban renewal 
technicians more sensitive. Time alone will prove whether 
I'm right. The Redevelopment Authority today has a staff 
of 463 people. It includes city planners and urban re
newal technicians, but it also includes traffic engineers 
because we do the transportation planning for the city. 
It includes a sizable staff of architects because as I will 
describe brieAy later we have a very crucial function of 
design and review. It includes a staff of lawyers, social 
workers and just plain administrators who try to make all 
the others fit together in some way that can move together 
and get things built. We have a transportation master 
plan for the Boston metropolitan area which is well on its 
way to being carried out, which involved not only high
ways but rapid transit. We have, which I must confess, 
delight in telling our suburban friends that we have no 
intention of arranging things in Boston so that they can 
drive in from their suburbs in their own cars without 
traffic jams and at the peak hours and find an easy 
parking place. We suggest to them that if they want that. 
they should move to Los Angeles. And, of course, there 
they will find it hasn't worked either. We are trying our 
best, so far with very little success, to improve the quality 
of public education. It's the preparation for modern 
technology. The ability to get a job and the background 
and education to improve with that job as its require
ments change, which keeps you off the poverty and wel
fare list. 

We rely very heavily on urban renewal in Boston, and we 
consider it the most attractive· and flexible way that has 
yet been devised to do something about cities and, as I 
guess you can gather, we feel that Boston has quite a lot 
that needs doing. We rely, therefore, on Federal money. 
We are not terribly interested in Federal advice or Fed
eral assistance-all we want is their dough. 

I think you have demonstrated that in your way. Your 
Ship Channel was not paid for by tolls. Your space center 
was not a private enterprise. The oil depletion allowance 
which we rant and rave about in the East is not a pure 
piece of private enterprise. I think that if Houston de
cides that it does not want to bother with Federal urban 
renewal because it's too complicated because there's too 
much red tape or because you just don't think you have 
any problems that are serious enough, that's fine. But 
don't put any phony principles behind it that you don't 
want Federal dough-that's how you become what you 
are. 

Now, let me go quickly to a most important part and 
perhaps something of some interest to you. Design review. 
Too often, in America, the business of urban redevelop
ment has been a business which has not concerned itself 
with the quality of the final product. There is a lot of red 
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tape. It does take too long. It is so controversial that you 
forget that there is one magic moment in each aspect of 
every urban renewal plan that I've been involved in
and I've made enough mistakes so that I know how to 
care. When you decide whether it's going to be attractive 
or not, and you really make that decision, by deciding 
who the architect, whether you are going to allow the 
developer to have his own way with the architect or 
whether you are going to insist on a good one and insist 
that the architect be respected. This we do and I think to 
me it's the most satisfying point of our work. 

All of our land disposition contracts-these are the con
tracts by which we sell the land we have acquired-have 
a clause known as Section 302b. That clause gives the 
Boston Redevelopment Authority the right to decide 
whether or not it approves plans. Architect's plans, pre
liminary plans and eventually final plans to the extent 
that they conform with the area from the preliminary 
plans. We assert this right because we say that we have 
a public responsibility to see that we create beauty and 
not ugliness. We do not make this decision-I'm a lawyer 
as you've heard, not an architect, although I'm recently 
an honorary architect. We have a design advisory com
mittee. You might be interested in their names: Hugh 
Stubbins, Senior· Vice President of the A.I.A;, is the 
Chairman. Nelson Aldredge of the long-established Boston 
firm is a member. Lawrence Anderson, Chairman of the 
Department of Architecture at M.I.T., Jose Louis Suit, 
Dean of the School of Design at Harvard. Pietro Belluschi, 
Dean Emeritus at M.I.T. This is not a bad design panel, 
and do you know what they work for? They work for 
free. And they look not just to the 40-story buildings but 
on a relocation housing project and even other small 
projects. 

To assist them, we have a Design Review Staff of 8, head
ed by a very talented young architect with some practical 
operating experience in a big Boston office. I would assert 
this evening that this approach has been effective in im
proving design and, if I may say so with all respect to 
you, in supporting what-in Boston, at least-was a some
what timid profession in its struggle with clients who 
don't know where to cut costs and when they're cutting 
quality, and who too often are not well informed on mat
ters of design. Our established concern with good design 
has encouraged developers to seek to work in Boston to 
get the best architects. It has improved the work of offices 
that had stopped trying and encouraged them to recruit 
talented young designers. It has even led to some of those 
who got business in older, less attractive ways to consider 
associating with talented design consultants. It has led the 
Boston Globe to do a weekly column on architecture. In 
addition. for the profession as a whole, it has led to more 
work for everybody and because we are a factor in the 
job markP.t, because we have more than 8 architects on 
our staff as a whole, we have succeeded in raising the pay 
of the younger members of the profession. Not an un
important thing if you want to keep talent in your home 
town. This is a rather lonely fight to begin with, but I 
think it's picking up support, and an occasional bad 
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building outside our territory helps. 

This enterprise which has .now just this month been given 
a new dimension, Mayor Collins in attempting to com
promise the problem of Commonwealth A venue, that 
glorious boulevard, which has become too much a room
ing house district, has suggested that we have limited 
especially controlled towers and has proposed that the 
Boston Redevelopment Authority as the city planning 
board be given the power of design review even though 
they are not in urban renewal areas. It has encouraged 
forums to discuss architecture throughout the Boston 
areas. 

I think I've said enough about Boston-you may wonder 
where it's all going to end, and I'm not sure I know. But 
we began in 1960, we decided after awhile we needed a 
target-1975 is convenient-it's the right time for a 
world's fair and, after all, 200 years after the battle of 
Bunker Hill calls for some kind of celebration in Boston. 
It gives us and others a target, and I learned in a recent 
visit to Tokyo that the 1964 Olympics were of incredible 
importance in pushing bureaucracy and lethargy in that 
city well out of the way. 

That's another reason for a World's Fair. And also it 
may give us an excuse to (rush). What does all this mean 
to Houston? Well, I'm not sure I know. Should Houston 
try to follow the Boston pattern precisely? Of course not. 
Should Houston try to do anything at all? Well, one of 
your members took me on a tour and I must say you 
have your full fair share of slums. They are as big and 
ripe as anything we had in Boston. They may or may not 
be as visible. but they are there and they're not more 
than ten minutes' drive from this club. And I think you 
have another problem we in Boston have-the (pollen) 
air pollution and the fact that our city is old and tired in 
many ways. You've had this marvelous series of individ
ual decisions here and in uptown, as I think you call it. 
Individual decisions which have led to very imaginative 
buildings in many places that we would be very proud 
and pleased to have in Boston and in most other cities of 
the United States would be proud and pleased to have 
your near downtown areas. But it does seem to me, if I 
may be a one-day expert, that your real challenge is to 
try to make them fit together into a city. To try to create 
some walking precincts-some ways that will make it 
desirable or attractive to impel people to walk around and 
enjoy these things when they are standing on their own 
two feet and not from a car window. 

That's not easy to do. And there are no simple ways to 
do it. You're famous, as I guess you know, as the only 
important city in America not to have zoning. You don·'t 
seem to be too bashful about that. I can say, with some 
authority, I think that zoning is not the cure-all that 
people have said it to be. Every zoning ordinance in the 
United States has an escape hatch and sometimes it's as 
big as that exit from the Astrodome. Where they bring in 
the elephants and platforms and anything else that they 
need to bring in. The master plan in the traditional sense. 
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I would be confident, would be a waste of time. The thing 
they call community renewal program will spend all your 
energy in preparing an approach before you ever get 
around to doing anything about it. Some clearance such 
as of the slums that I saw today is not practical. You can't 
displace that many people that quickly. Public housing 
used to be regarded as a kind of cure-all-I think it is 
quite clear it is not. as a rule. Urban renewal is the kind 
that we do in Boston. I would like to see you more 
actively involved in urban renewal. Knowing Houston's 
energy once you get started, I'm not sure I'd like the 
competition for the limited amount of dough that's avail
able. 

The City of Houston has the same kind of financial 
problems in different dimensions as every other city in 
America has. The Federal Government has prr-empted 
upon source of public funds and we all become beggars 
in one way or another. The Housing Act of 1965 in the 
run-down areas of Houston offers Federal support for 
demolition, for code enforcement, for streets and sewers 
-things like that which can make quite a markrd dif
ference if they are proratrd intelligently. srnsibly and on
a marginal scalr. But in the downtown area, the difficult
job is getting this city together, and this is not uniqur.
Boston is maybe so knit together it should br pulled apart
a little bit. but thr cities in the West and the Southwest
do have this �oirit which doesn't-which seems t() leave
something. I think that the number of tourists in Western
Europe is higher here than from the East Coast.

There is some kind of a need to feel what a city is like 
as you walk around it and as you sit and look on it. It 
isn't easy. I think you have made a major beginning in 
getting your fellow citizens aware. And I hope that some 
other professions, perhaps the profession of Law, which 
is mine, will consider the steps-public and private
which need to be taken if some of these dreams out here 
are ever to become reality. I think you could, for ex
ample, foreclose the debate and say just for the fun of it 
that all of you-and I know architects well enough to 
know this is impossible-that all of you agree entirely 
with every proposition that's out on those boards, and 
you wanted to see it happen tomorrow. You are then 
faced with an enormously complex task of putting to
gether public and private money and public and private 
power to make it happen. I think you need some kind of 
an engine-I don't know what it is-some kind of an 
organization. I would like to think that a city which built 
the Astrodome, which built all these handsome buildings. 
which sliced the Manned Space Center away from Boston 
-we thought we had a lock on it-can figure out some
way to this problem because with your energy. your
imagination which you've shown outside, the talents you
have, the resources you have, you'd do a lot of good for
a lot of cities even including the old ones on the East
Coast which need a lot of the energy which you have in
such abundance. ■
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Now ... instead of the more costly method of pouring smaller alter
nate sections and waiting for normal drying shrinkage to occur ... 

MAKE LARGER CONTINUOUS 

CONCRETE POURS ... 
using TXI 4-C expansive cement for crack resistant concrete. 

New TXI 4-C cement causes concrete to expand 
slightly during the first few days of curing to offset the 
drying shrinkage that follows. By proper use of 4-C 
expansive cement, architects and engineers can now 
design for larger placements of concrete at one time ... 
reduce the number of construction and expansion 
joints ... and eliminate column box-out in slabs on grade. 

4-C also reduces the necessity of waterproof coat
ings and membranes for roofs, floors, walls, and swim-

ming pools. It min,m,zes drying shrinkage cracks, 
reduces the cost of crack mainten1mce, and improves 
the aesthetics of large expanses of concrete. 

4-C provides other benefits that help reduce con
struction costs, and permit greater freedom in architec
tural and structural design of reinforced concrete. 

Get the whole story about 4-C cement today. Write or 
call for free brochure-to Texas Industries, Inc., 8100 
Carpenter Freeway, Dallas, Texas 75147 • TA6-6111. 

EXPANSIVE CEMENT 
FOR CRACK RESIST ANT CONCRETE 
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George A. Peterson - Burleson 
Walter I. Phillips, Jr. - Houston 
Charles R. Sundin - Houston 
Jerry Walter Stewart - Dallas 
Michael N. Walker - Houston 
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Why continue to install 
"old fashioned" air chambers? 

Air chambers absorb water and become in
effective unless recharged. Absorbotrons 
may or may not only cost less in the begin
ning, but certainly far less if you add the 
cost of recharging air chambers one or two 
times. Moreover, look at the savings in space 
-afl 8" high Absorbotron provides complete
and permanent protection against water
hammer, while a 50" air chamber will not.
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ERIC PAWLEY, Professor of Architecture-U.S.C. 

America's cities of the 20th century are losing their char
acter. Few of them still have characteristics which make 
us think of them as places with a real identity. Places 
today are not places because everything begins to look 
alike. If you were suddenly set down in any one of a 
dozen major cities in our nation today you would have a 
difficult time, just by looking around, to determine where 
you were. You might be in Los Angeles' West Sid<'. on 
Chicago's North Shore. or even Boston's Boylston Street. 

American cities once had character and you enjoyed 
th<'m for their differenC<'S. This is not nostalgia for old 
ways. We're actually losing something by permitting re
gional and !oral traditions to be leveled down with 
"plaid" curtainwall exteriors, with the supposed power of 
air-conditioning to permit us to disregard climate, and 
with the sterile substitution of fluorescent lighting for 
daylight. Our sharp edges and sterility begin to look 
exactly like everybody else's sharp edges and sterility. 

Not only are we destroying places with which people 
identify themselves. but our attempts to create new places 
are rather badly done. Here and elsewhere we pour mil
lions into vast new cultural centers. whose locations and 
operations are dubious, and then completely ignore our 
waterfronts, one of the great neglected assets of those 
cities fortunate enough to possess them. If a hill is in our 
way we move it or scar it up in order to notch out flat 
pads for flatland houses, instead of thinking out attractive 
solutions for hillside housing. 

Architects and city planners, working separately and as 
individuals, will never solve the problem of city identifi
cation and character. But a new and broader approach 
may lead us to some answers. That influence will come 
when all the resources o[ a given community are brought 
to bear on its problf'ms through such organizations as 
broaclly based. heavily support<'d institutes of urban 
ecology. Throu�h such an organization. the total weight 
of a community can be exerted to solve problems-even 
the problem of making a place into a place people will 
remember. 

Such an organization marshalls the total resources-pub
lic administration, architecture, f'ngineering, medicine, 
the social sciences-for the study of major urban areas 
and their problems. 
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San-va-11e 

At 

Bonnymede ... 

there is no compromise 

with quality 

THE 

SPECIFICATIONS 

CALLED FDR GENUINE 

CLAY MISSION TILE 
A private stretch of seashore at Montecito, California, 
is the setting for Bonnymede, an exclusive community 
of luxurious homes- each reflecting both the charm 
and tradition of the location. Handsome redwood 
paneling, massive hand-crafted doors, colorful San 
Valle clay mission tile-and the blue Pacific for a 
front yard-an incomparable blend of natural beauty. 
Architects Hawkins and Lindsey, A.I.A., demanded the 
best. They specified genuine clay tile-from the kilns 
of San Valle. After all, if it isn't clay ... it isn't tile. 

MISSION TILE \ _...,J//lfl 
TILE KILNS _.,,,,,, 

CLAY SHINGLE Sinr;:el898 

� Representative for Ludowici-Celadon Roofing Tile, Quarry Tile and Nailon Brick in California and Arizona 

1258 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90038 • TELEPHONE (213) 464-7289 

DECEMlf., f967 

·-z::.-::.-::..-=-.-'.1::DI R M-0 NI OU S
AR ACT ER 

DESIGN 

TRANQUIL 
-------�TERRAZZO 

lll-li:BRAZZO 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS 

NEW YORK 1967 CONVENTION 

AR·CHITECTS' SERVICES 

A management consulting firm conducting a study of the 
cost of architectural services was found that ( 1) the cost 
of such services has gone up sharply, (2) the profits of 
architectural firms have dropped sharply, and (3) clients 
of architectural firms are demanding "much more com
plicated and sophisticated service." 

The preliminary findings included the following: 

1. There was a sharp increase in the direct costs of per•
forming architectural services from 1960 to 1966, and
there was a steady rise in the cost of outside consulting
services from 1950 until 1966. Overhead has been main
tained at a relatively stable level despite significant in
creases in the pay scales of employees in the architect's
office.

2. The pretax income or profit of the average architec
tural firm has declined from 22.6 percent of total gross
receipts in 1950, to 17 .8 percent in 1955, to 15.8 percent
in 1960, to 9.2 percent in 1966.

3. Last year, one architectural firm out of 12 suffered a
loss for the year's work-a loss averaging about five per
cent of annual gross income. And on the average, archi
tects are currently losing money on one project out of
four.

4. Despite recognized disadvantages involved in using
construction cost as the basis for compensating architects
for professional services, this method was used in 84 per
cent of the projects analyzed.

5. By comparing the Engineering News-Record building
cost index with pay rates for direct and indirect services
of architectural firm employees, it was found that the
building cost index has risen 13 percent since 1960, but
pay rates have gone up 25-44 percent. Case and Company
called this an "excellent example of the price-cost squeeze
which is plaguing the architect."

6. Nine out of 10 architects say their clients now demand
much more complicated and sophisticated service than
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they did 10 years ago. These demands include increased 
risks, increased liability, increased programming, and 
increased engineering. 

Today's architects thus face a serious dilemma, and are 
asking such questions as: 

How can I provide clients with attractive, functional and 
sound buildings within their budget limitations? How 
can I maintain a high quality of design in spite of con
stantly rising costs for services and materials? How can 
I manage my practice so that my monetary return is 
proportionate to my investment of time, money and ef
fort-plus the value to my client of my skill and knowl
edge? 

It was noted that there are no quick easy answers to 
these questions, but it said that the survey has identified 
areas where there is a need for remedial measures. These 
areas are: 

1. Overcoming the pressures of the profit squeeze-bud
geting job time, controlling costs and expenses, pricing
services, and using technical manpower effectively.

2. Determining better and more equitable methods of
compensation for architectural services.

3. Deciding to what extent architects should provide some
or all of the services for which they now engage outside
consulting services.

4. Planning "profit" into architectural practice-into
each project and every year's operations.

5. Educating clients and the public in what architects do,
how they do it, and how they earn their fees.

6. Devising an "information bank" where architects can
quickly obtain up-to-date facts, figures and trends perti
nent to "running the office," such as costs, policies, em
ployee benefits, methods and techniques. ■
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Buildings with real 
sales appeal 

For Buildings That Sell Themselves ... 
Rely on Economical GAS 

A blue flame sign set in front of a new dwelling 

symbolizes the important savings an architect or builder 

can offer customers. The combination of modern GAS 

heating, air conditioning, cooking, water heating and 

yard lighting saves a buyer thousands of dollars over the 

duration of his mortgage. Hotels, motels, schools and 

office buildings also benefit greatly when gas is included 

in the plans. Yes, GAS economy offers the built-in sales 

appeal that can be a real boost to your business. 
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